Urban Quest
URBAN QUEST EVENT PARENTAL CONSENT
Only parents/guardians must sign this form.
Even though every Urban Quest event is created, set up and run with the highest level of safety and care with no direct
risks associated with the game itself,
1.
I understand and acknowledge that participating in any Urban Quest event (the Event) there is always a risk of
injury and damage to property. In my judgment the participant named below who is under my care has competence,
experience and equipment to participate in all activities of the Event in a manner safe to themselves and others.
2.
As the Legal Guardian of the Participant named below I certify that the participant is physically fit and mentally
healthy.
3.
In consideration of being allowed to participate in the Event, the participant who is under my guardianship (on
their own behalf and on behalf of their executors, administrators, heirs, next of kin, successors and assigns):
a)
Waive, release and discharge from any liability for personal injury (including permanent injury, mental injury,
paralysis or death), disability, property damage, property theft and all other risks, claims or actions of any kind (including
breach of contract, acts of negligence to the fullest extent permitted by law) whatsoever and however occurring, together
with any legal fees incurred as a result of or in connection with, directly or indirectly, participation in and travelling to and
from the Event the following persons or entities: Urban Quest Inc. (Urban Quest Canada) its agents, employees,
volunteers, contractors, affiliates or promoters.
b)
Indemnify and hold harmless the persons or entities mentioned in paragraph 3 (a) from any liabilities, claims or
actions (including negligence) whatever or however caused arising as a result of or in connection with, directly or
indirectly, participation in and travelling to and from the Event.
4.

I acknowledge that the participant is responsible for their personal possessions and equipment during the Event.

5.
I give my consent for the participant to receive any first aid and medical treatment, which may be deemed
advisable in the event of accident, injury and/or illness as a result of their involvement in the Event.
6.
I agree to allow the participants photographs, videos, multimedia or likeness and or name to be used for
advertising, promotion and/or any legitimate purpose by the Event, its sponsors or assigns without payment or
compensation.
7.

I acknowledge that I am responsible for the participant’s personal accident insurance and ambulance cover.

8.
I acknowledge that the organizers reserve the right to alter advertised course if conditions warrant. I agree that
the organizers reserve the right to cancel the Event due to weather conditions, nature disaster, terrorism, war or any other
reasons so deemed by the organizers, and that the entry fee will be non-refundable.
9.
I agree that the participant will abide by the Event rules and directions of officials and I understand that the
participant’s entry may be voided if through their actions or behaviour, in the opinion of the organizers, they break any of
the rules or they bring the Event into disrepute. I further understand that the organizers reserve the right to reject any entry
without having to justify their actions.
10.
I certify that as the legal guardian of the participant named below that:
a.
I have carefully read and fully understood this document;
b.
I am the parent/guardian of the participant named below and have been honest and open in all disclosures
relating to the participant;
c.
I understand and acknowledge the Urban Quest Terms and Conditions and Rules and Regulations documents.
d.
I grant my consent for the participant in 11(e) to take part in the Event.
11.

Signature of Consent (* - required fields)

Participant’s Name * :_______________________________________________________________________________
Parent/Guardian Name * :___________________________________________________________________________
Parent/Guardian Phone Number * :___________________________________________________________________
Parent/Guardian Email Address * :____________________________________________________________________
Date * :_________________________
Parent/Guardian Signature * :_______________________________

